
All in One Bake Shop

Some of my NEW favorite things...

Nielsen-Massey Extracts

Rose Water
This sweet scented water is made from steam of the purest rose petals. Its delicate floral notes are
perfect additions to desserts such as baklava or rice puddings and are wonderful accents to delicate

French pastry glazes and creams. Rose Water can flavor sugars and cookies for tea
time and can be served as a beverage in sweetened hot water or milk. Rose Water
pairs well with vanilla, cream, white chocolate and even mild cheeses such as Brie
or cream cheese.
Orange Blossom Water
Orange Blossom Water brings the sweet perfume of the orange grove to a variety of
dishes. It is a delicious flavoring for custards and puddings, cakes and cookies,
candies and other confections. It complements vanilla, almond, cream, lemon and
other citrus flavors.
Peppermint Extract
Pure Peppermint Extract is made from the finest mint oils according to the strictest
quality standards. Use it to flavor teas, to enhance fruit salads or to complement
chocolate in cakes, ice cream and icings. Peppermint is the signature flavoring of
holiday candy canes. It goes well with vanilla and chocolate.

High Ratio Shortening
Super Quik-Blend
from Wesson

Have you ever wondered how bakeries
can make icing that is so smooth and
creamy?  The secret is in the type of
shortening.  Bakeries use a high ratio
shortening  - one that is specifically
formulated for cakes, icings and sweet
doughs.  High ratio shortening has
special emulsifiers that are added to the
shortening so that it can absorb more
sugar and liquid. Icings have lots of
sugar and using a high ratio shortening
allows for the absorption of the sugar
and liquid and produces a fluffier and
creamier icing.  Try this shortening - I
think  you will love it - especially for your
icing recipes.

Royal Icing Sugar Decorations
These decorations are so cute!  They make a  great
edible addition to cupcakes or added onto cakes to
complete a theme.  They come in sealife, jungle and
farm animal themes, blue and pink baby shower
designs, dinosaurs, butterflies, flowers and more.  We
will even have some for Halloween decorations.


